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The advantages of
prefabricated
process piping
Manhattan Mechanical Services has been working with
industrial facilities in the Chicagoland area for over ten
years. Initially focusing on oil refining/petrochemical
mechanical construction and maintenance support, we
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e: sales@mmsllc.us

have expanded our services to provide pipefitting,
fabrication of process piping and structural steel, and
maintenance solutions to industrial facilities across
numerous industries. We are proud to have completed
small and large projects for some of the most prominent
oil and gas refineries in the Chicagoland area. Let's
explore three important advantages of prefabricated
process piping.
cont'd p. 2
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Reliable resources improve safety
and quality.
Reliable resources improve safety and quality.
Many industrial fabrication shops, such as
Manhattan Mechanical’s fabrication facilities, feature
state-of-the-art technology and equipment. The use
of band saws and mechanical bevelers improves
productivity and quality. The controlled
environment of a fabrication shop offers reliable
resources and a stable working environment for
craftsmen, resulting in improved safety and quality.

Increased efficiency
Prefabrication provides quality, prefabricated
process piping ready to be installed. As long as
craftsmen are permitted to field-verify before
fabrication, the pipe is usually guaranteed to fit in
the field. By the time the pipe arrives on-site, the
project is halfway to completion. Weather delays are
also common with field fabrication, but can be easily
avoided with shop fabrication. Depending on your
location and the season, weather delays can add days
or even weeks to project timelines, resulting in high
costs due to downtime. Fabrication shops eliminate
weather delays, offering a controlled indoor
environment for fabrication.

Lower Costs
Productivity and reliability are greatly
enhanced with shop fabrication, especially
when compared with field fabrication. The
result: Lower overall project costs. Not only can
the cost per unit be lower, but a larger quantity
of process piping can be produced in the same
amount of time, further reducing costs and
improving the production timeline in the
process.In addition, prefabricated piping
minimizes the number of machines and
equipment required on site, contributing to a
decrease in transportations costs.
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Mike s Monthly Message
'

By: Mike Uremovich

Reliable resources improve safety and quality.
Manhattan Mechanical’s fabrication facilities feature
state-of-the-art technology and equipment. The use
of band saws and mechanical bevelers improves
productivity and quality. The controlled
environment of a fabrication shop offers reliable
resources and a stable working environment for
craftsmen, resulting in improved safety and quality.

Safety Tip
Have common sense. Just because you can,
does not mean you should. We have a saying
here at Manhattan Mechanical, “If it can be
done, it can be done safely.” Making sure all
employees go home safely each day has always
been and will always be our first concern.

Employee Spotlight:

This month Manhattan Mechanical is highlighting Mike
Thomas. Mike has been with us for 6.5 years and
currently holds the position of “A” Welder and is a
certified NCCER Scaffold Builder. Mike enjoys coaching
his son’s baseball team, loves football, rooting for only
one team (anyone playing the Bears) and appreciates
making a good living working with good people.
Manhattan Mechanical appreciates how safely Mike has
worked and we are proud of the value he adds to our
team while working at Lyondell. As always, put safety
first, watch out for your fellow team member and
remember, if it can be done, it can be done safely.
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COMPANY NEWS

"I can remember as
a kid, taking old
appliances apart to
see what was inside
and how they work,"
Adam said. "That led
me to experiment
with small engines
and working on cars.
I believe that was
the beginning of it
all. I decided to see
if I could use my
mechanical abilities
in an industrial
setting and got into
the trades."

Adam Osburn, Manhattan Mechanical Foreman,
was recently featured in Pumps and Systems
magazine as a Pump Professional to watch.
Pums and Systems featured 10 individuals who
were nominated by someone at their company as
an up-and-comer to keep your eye on. These 10
people range from directors of inside sales to
foremen and process engineers. Their experience
ranges from 18 years to just three. They come from
different parts of the world and represent great
diversity in the industry. They are excited about
ushering in sustainability goals, technological
advancements and finding meaning in a career
where their knowledge is needed in every sector of
the industry.

Congratulations Adam, and thank you for all of the
hard work you do every day at Manhattan
Mechanical. Read Adam's feature here!
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PROJECT BEHIND THE SCENES
Furnace retube for petrochemical manufacturer
PRODUCT/SERVICE
Product: 880 feet of 5” ANK400 tubes
Materials: ANK400
Weld Count: 24 5” welds
Welding Process: Tig Welding
Tightest Tolerances: 5/32” gap +- 1/8”
In-Process Testing/Inspection
Performed: 100% X-ray and final PT
Standards Met: API 560 (Heater Code)
nonregulated. ASME NDE
requirements

CAPABILITIES APPLIED
Overhead crane loading/rigging
Welding
Pipe beveling
Layout for NDE
Project coordination

HIGHLIGHTS
Exceptional safety standards and
multi-skilled craftsmen enable
increased safety and cost-savings:
Confined Space Permit, Hot Work
Permit, 4 Gas Meter, O2 meter in the
furnace near each welder, Harness
Required and a half mask for entry
and welding.
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ABOUT US

Manhattan Mechanical Services is committed to a progressive career path for
employees complete with certifiable skills training Our apprenticeship program
ensures we provide our industrial partners with skilled laborers
producing top quality at the lowest cost
,
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Manhattan Mechanical Services is a unique industrial mechanical construction services
provider that supports our customers in multiple areas industrial maintenance services
process piping structural steel equipment installation scaffolding and insulation and
more With our merit shop philosophy we are able to supply our industrial partners with
well trained multi crafted professionals saving them up to 25 percent on labor costs
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Our promise to you is high efficiency while maintaining higher quality
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25630 S GOUGAR RD MANHATTAN IL 60442
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